
Gerund

Name: Date: __/__/20__

At one of our consultations, about the last of December, I mentioned that I
wished to give in my report on commerce, in which I could not avoid
_______________ a commercial retaliation against Great Britain.

1.

(recommend)
recommending

He does not work, and he cannot enjoy _______________.2. (live)living

Who can avoid _______________ at the force which has upheaved these
mountains, and even more so at the countless ages which it must have
required to have broken through, removed, and levelled whole masses of
them?

3.

(wonder)

wondering

Yet so strong is the appearance of a modification of this nature having
occurred, that naturalists can hardly avoid _______________ language
having this plain signification.

4.

(employ)
employing

The shoes were placed in a closet at home, but Karen could not avoid
_______________ at them.
5.

(look)looking

You cannot avoid _______________ us all you know!6. (tell)telling

Not that I mind _______________ it ready; I like it.7. (get)getting

Never mind _______________ till she is sorry.8. (wait)waiting

Besides, other people enjoy _______________ me so.9. (see)seeing

He said that he had just taken one, but would not mind _______________
one more with me.
10.

(take)
taking

Do you mind _______________ while I try the paper on it once more?11.
(wait)

waiting

I shall enjoy _______________ them even after you get back.12. (get)getting

So now they went on again and coming presently to a pond of muddy
water they tied a heavy stone to the bundle of quills and sunk it to the bottom
of the pond, to avoid _______________ it farther.

13.

(carry)carrying
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I would not mind _______________ to France now.14. (go)going

They contained the delegates from the fleet, who, as they came up the
side, began, with furious looks, to abuse our men for not having fired into the
Clyde, and prevented her _______________.

15.

(escape)escaping

In a minute or two the same manœuvre would be repeated, the chimney,
as it were, taking its swallows at intervals to prevent _______________.
16.

(choke)
choking

He will, perhaps, enjoy _______________ you of it.17. (tell)telling

Imagine _______________ with a thing like that!18. (live)living

I never enjoyed _______________ half so much.19. (write)writing

Would you mind _______________ the girl here?20. (send)sending
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